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What to Expect During Your Chiropractic Adjustment
The most common type of adjustment involves the doctor’s hands manipulating parts of your body.
Another type commonly used includes Drop Table, where a section of the table is lifted up and drops
with a slight noise when the doctor pushes on your spine. A third is an Activator adjustment which
utilizes a small, hand held, spring-loaded instrument that focuses a force at a certain location. Since
adjustments all contact your skin, there may be some residual tenderness.
An adjustment is usually not uncomfortable even though you may hear some popping or cracking noises
when it is made. Simply put, this is a pressure release of the gasses that build up in a “stuck” joint.
There are, however, some occasions when there may be some discomfort, as when there is muscle
spasm or inflammation around the area being adjusted. Your doctor will take great care to minimize
this occurrence.
Some patients prefer an adjustment that does not produce a popping or cracking noise. If you prefer this
type of adjustment, please let the doctor know and he will customize your treatment in this regard.
Also, if you know you respond well when a specific adjusting technique is used, please let the doctor
know in advance.
Our tables are adjustable to suit your comfort needs. They raise and lower for the patient’s and doctor’s
comfort. They even stand on end to accommodate patients whose condition limits their ability to sit and
lie down. A table can also accommodate pregnant patients, allowing them to lie face down for an
adjustment throughout their pregnancy.
Depending on the complexity of your condition, your doctor may include other treatment modalities
before or after your adjustment. Examples include heat and ice packs, spinal traction table, inversion
table, electric muscle stimulation and ultrasound.

Preparing for Your Chiropractic Adjustment
In order to maximize the time spent at our office we ask that once you have been escorted to an
adjusting room you prepare for your treatment by doing the following:





Please remove your shoes. This will keep the table clean of dirt and moisture since the doctor may
be adjusting your feet and ankles.
Please remove your coat and any other bulky items such as heavy sweaters or sweatshirts. This
makes palpation of your spine easier.
Please take off your belt, necklace and earrings. Your jewelry may interfere with the doctor’s
treatment. It may also get caught on the table.
Your adjustment will begin with you lying on your stomach. Please let the doctor know if there are
any concerns with your body positioning on the table and he will gladly accommodate you.

“Consider chiropractic care first”

